[Effect of combined radioactive and chemical (heavy metals, herbicides) pollution on the yield of cytogenetic disruptions in the intercalary meristem of spring barley].
The yield of aberrant cells and their loading with lesions of intercalary meristem of spring barley in conditions of the combined action of 137Cs, heavy metals and 2.4-D herbicide was studied. At simultaneous insertion of 137Cs and Cd into the soil, the type of non-linearity of the yield of aberrant cells was determined by radioactive pollution: in a range of low concentrations the synergistic effects took place, in a range of higher ones the antagonistic effects did. In the presence of cadmium, the severity of radiation induced damage to aberrant cells was significantly less. The interaction in 137Cs-Pb pair had an antagonistic character. The yield of aberrant cells was determined mainly by lead, whereas the radioactive pollution played the main role in loading of the aberrant cells with lesions. At the combined pollution with 137Cs and other contaminants, the antagonistic effects were more pronounced with Pb than with Cd, and further increased with the herbicide, both in the test on frequency of aberrant cells and the test on the loading of aberrant cells with lesions. In case of combination of the chemical agents the non-linear effects in test on loading of aberrant cells with lesions were mainly synergistic, whereas in the test on frequency of aberrant cells they were antagonistic. Only Pb-Cd pair and only in the test on loading of aberrant cells with lesions no significant non-linear effects were found. The results show high rate of the induction of synergistic and antagonistic effects in conditions of the combined action of low concentrations of the investigated agents on plants. These effects substantially determined the yield of cytogenetic disturbances in the studied range.